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Abstract

The effect of flow on 304 stainless steel in a solution of 0.5N NaCI containing 0,

0.02, and 1.2 mg/liter dissolved ozone was studied at room temperature. Flow rates

ranging from 0.3 to 2.0 m/s were simulated by the use of a Rotating Cylinder Electrode

(RCE). Corrosion potentials and net current densities were measured and values of

breakdo%&- and repassivation potentials were derived from cyclic polarization curves. It

was "Waind that the transition from laminar to turbulent flow for this system occurs between

0.25 and 0.35 m/s, based on the inverse relationship observed between the breakdown and

repassivation potential, as well as the changes in the net current density. Under laminar

flow conditions, increasing velocity shifted the repassivation potential in the active direction

due to an increase in the driving force for pitting which resulted from the stabilization of the

passive film, this stabilization was also reflected by an increase in the breakdown potential

in the noble direction. Values of the net current density decreased with increasing velocity

in this regime, due to a decrease in the diffusion boundary layer at the alloy surface. High

ozone concentrations further decreased the magnitude of the net current density due to the

limiting current density of ozone increasing with concentration. Under turbulent flow

conditions, increased velocity caused the net current density to stabilize in deaerated and

low ozone concentration solutions, however, solutions containing high concentrations of

ozone experienced an increase in net current density to values similar to stagnant solutions,

indicating that turbulence actually reduces the concentration gradient of ozone at the

surface. Similarly, values of the breakdown and repassivation potentials revert to those of

stagnant conditions in the turbulent region. The corrosion potentials of deaerated solutions

increased with increasing flow rates due to the cathodic reaction of hydrogen evolution

being controlled by diffusion at the surface of the sample, while increasing velocity had no 0

effect on the corrosion potential of ozonated solutions due to the noble redox potential of

ozone. .on/
Aval.labilltv codom

W111



Ilnroucnlion

Molecular ozone is a strong oxidizer, having a standard electrode potential of 2.07V

(vs SHE).' The decomposition of ozone in water can be represented by the following

reaction:

20 3 +H 2 0 ---- > OH* + 52  + OH-

Dissolved ozone has been shown to cause the corrosion potential and the breakdown

potential of 304L stainless steel to shift to more noble values for ozone concentrations of

less than 0.2 mg/liter in 0.5N NaCl. 2 These noble shifts suggest that the cathodic

reduction of ozone controls the mixed potential, and that ozone provides a driving force for

further stabilization of the passivating film on stainless steel.

Ozone is being increasingly recommended for use in cooling water systems in order

to reduce corrosion, scaling, and biofouling. These systems can experience flow rates

from 0-3 m/s. This study reports an investigation of the effects of flow in combination

with dissolved ozone.

There are at least two possible methods available to study the effect of flow rate on

an electrode. One method involves moving the electrolyte past a fixed electrode to create

flow. The other method involves rotating the electrode in the electrolyte. The latter

technique was chosen, and a Rotating Cylinder Electrode (RCE) was implemented in this

investigation.

When considering flow over a surface, the value of the critical Reynold's number is

of interest. This number can be used to calculate the velocity at which the transition from

laminar to turbulent flow occurs. This transition is important because it helps explain the

rate controlling factors of the corrosion reaction at the metal surface. Turbulent flow causes

a mixing of adjacent fluid layers, therefore transport of reactants and products to and away

from the surface of a sample will not be the rate limiting factor for the corrosion reaction,
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laminar flow, on the other hand, causes the reaction to become diffusion limited due to the

stagnant fluid layer near the surface.3

If the critical Reynold's number is known for a system, the critical velocity (mis)

above which the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs can be calculated using the

formula:

V (VRe)
R

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid in units of m2 s-1 and R is the radius of the

cylinder in meters. 4 While very little scientific literature exists characterizing the fluid

behavior of the RCE with reference to the critical Reynold's number, Mallock has stated

that the critical Reynold's number for laminar to turbulent flow for this system is 1900.'

Using this value of the Reynold's number in Equation (1), and approximating the kinematic

viscosity of 0.5N NaCl at 25C as being 1.1 X10 6 m2/s, the transition velocity for laminar

to turbulent flow was calculated to be 0.22 m/s for our system.6 This indicates that for

experiments in which the velocity is above 0.22 m/s, flow will be in the turbulent region.

In the case studied here, it is expected that increasing the flow rate will lead to

increased rates of oxygen and/or ozone transfer from the bulk electrolyte to the electrode

surface. If oxygen or ozone reduction controls the mixed potential, then increased amounts

of these reactants at the surface of the electrode should increase the mixed, or corrosion

potential. It has been reported that increasing the flow rate from 0.05 to 1.7 m/s in natural

water containing ozone has no effect on the corrosion rates of 304 stainless steel. 7 Passive

current density values taken from potentiodynamic scans, however, were observed to

decrease with the onset of rotation for 304 stainless steel in 3.5% NaCI. 8

Experimental Procedure

304 stainless steel bar stock was cut into cylinders 1.27 cm in length and 1.905 cm

in diameter. The composition of the alloy is shown in Table I. A hole was drilled down
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the center of each cylinder for fixturing. The samples were wet ground to 600 grit SiC and

rinsed with distilled water prior to testing.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used in this

study. A stainless steel rod was used as a fixture for the cylindrical metal samples, as

shown in Figure 2. The rod was insulated from the electrolyte by means of Teflon sheaths

and Buta-N O-rings. A dimpled glass bead was fused to the bottom of the electrochemical

cell in order to stabilize the fixture while operating.

A conventional motor was used to rotate the electrode. A tachometer was used to

determine the rotation speed in RPM of the electrode at different motor settings. The

velocity (m/s) of the electrode was calculated using the formula:

itfRV- 30(2)
30

where f represents the rotation speed in RPM, and R is the radius of the electrode in

meters.7 Flow rates between 0 and 2 m/s were examined using this apparatus.

Electrical connection was maintained between the rod and the cylindrical metal

sample by a stainless steel wire, spot welded onto both pieces. A copper brush, in contact

with the rotating stainless steel rod, was used to electrically connect the sample and the

potentiostat during rotation.

The aqueous solution utilized was 0.5y NaCl acidified to a pH of 5 with HCI at

room temperature (25'+3'C). Test solutions containing no ozone were deaerated by

bubbling argon gas through the solution for two or more hours. Ozonated solutions were

produced using a commercial corona discharge ozone generator. Ozone was bubbled into

the solutions for at least twelve hours prior to, as well as during, experimentation. Ozone

concentrations were measured prior to each experiment, in a stagnant solution, using the

standard DPD method.9

Experiments were performed for conditions of 0, 0.02, and 1.2 mg/liter of

dissolved ozone, with flow rates varying from 0 to 2.0 m/s. Samples were conditioned at a
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potential of -1.0 V versus SCE for five minutes before measuring the free corrosion

potential, Ecorr, as a function of time. Values of corrosion potential were obtained, after

being allowed to stabilize for 4000 seconds. For voltametry experiments, the potential was

stepped to -600 mV vs. SCE and subsequently polarized in the anodic direction to +500

mV vs. SCE, followed by polarization in the cathodic direction. Typical polarization

curves are shown in Figure 3.2 The pitting, or breakdown potential, Eb, and the

repassivation potential, Ep, were measured using conventional criterion. 10 '1 1 Three

experiments were performed for each condition, and the results were averaged.

Net current density data was obtained after conditioning the samples at -1000 mV

for five minutes and then setting the potential to a c',nstant value of -100 mV. Readings

were taken after ten minutes at the constant potential.

Results and Discussion

The results of flow rates and dissolved ozone concentrations on corrosion

potentials, breakdown potentials, and the repassivation potentials are summarized in Table

II and shown in Figures 4-6.

Corrosion Potential

Figure 4 shows the steady state corrosion potential measurements for the 304

stainless steel as a function of solution flow rate and dissolved ozone concentration. In a

deaerated solution the corrosion potential monotonically shifts in the noble direction with

increasing solution velocity, with only a small amount of scatter for each data set. These

results suggest that, even for the nominally low passive current densities observed in

deaerated, near neutral solutions, the cathodic reaction which supports anodic polarization

is diffusion controlled. Uhlig has suggested that only water is required to induce passivity

in stainless steels according to the anodic reaction: 12

3H,0 + alloy surface --> passive film + 6H' + 6e

The cathodic reaction in a deaerated solution can be assumed to be the hydrogen

reaction:
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6H' + 6e --> 6Hads --> 3H2 (gas)

Since the hydrogen ion is provided by the anodic reaction, diffusion of the ion to the

surface for reduction is not required. Accordingly, it appears that either surface diffusion

of H to form H2 , or the stifling of active surface sites for the reduction of the H' ion,

control the cathodic reaction rate, effectively shifting the corrosion potential in the noble

direction.

When ozone is admitted to the solution, in any concentration greater than 0.02 mg/l,

the noble shift in potential, due to the noble redox potential of the ozone, fixes the

corrosion potential and the solution velocity no longer becomes a controlling factor. In any

event, with ozone present in the solution the corrosion potential is well within the passive

current density regime and ozone does not affect the free corrosion behavior of the alloy.

Breakdown and Repassivation Potentials

Figure 5 shows the variation of the breakdown, or pitting potential, with solution

velocity. For the deaerated solutions, the breakdown potential is shifted in the noble

direction as velocity is inc,;-ased, reachini, a maximui, at a flow rate of 0.3 m/s. At higher

solution velocities the breakdown potential reverts to essentially the same value as is

observed in stagnant solutions.

Similar behavior is observed for solutions which contain 0.02 mg/l ozonc, except

that the noble shift in the breakdown potential occurs between 0.3 and 0.5 m/s. At ozone

levels of 1.2 mg/l, solution flow rates do not appreciably affect breakdown potentials,

although a slight noble shift in the breakdown potential is observed at solution velocities

lxtween stagnant and 0.5 rn/s. An examination of the repassivation potentials, shown in

Figure 6, indicates an inverse relationship with velocity when compared with the

breakdown potentials for deaerated solutions, as well as for solutions containing 0.02 mgl

ozone. That is, there is a minimum in repassivation potential at velocities of 0.3-0.5 m/s.

however, the potentials revert to essentially the same values when solution velocities are

increased beyond this. At ozone concentrations of 1.2 mg/l, there is a slight shift in the
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noble direction of the repassivation potential as active flow is induced, but velocity has no

further effect on the repassivation potential.

As has been indicated, turbulent flow occurs when the velocity of the fluid exceeds

a crtical velocity. The results obtained in this study indicate a transition velocity of

approximately 0.25 - 0.35 m/s, based on the changes which were observed in the

repassivation and breakdown potential in this region. This is in good agreement with the

theoretical calculation of a critical velocity of 0.22 m/s, which was based on a critical

Reynold's number of 1900. Below the critical velocity, laminar flow dominates. Thus,

under laminar flow conditions, increasing flow rates stabilize passivity against pit initiation

by chlorides, while under turbulent flow conditions, water velocity has little or no effect on

pit initiation in deaerated chloride solutions, or in solutions containing only small amounts

of ozone. This behavior is believed to be due to the availability of the passivating species

to the alloy surface. In order for pitting to occur, chloride must adsorb on the passive film.

Increasing solution velocities allow other ionized species to preferentially adsorb on the

passive film, thus blocking localized film breakdown by increasing surface coverage.

When ozor is present in the solution, increasing velocities provide increasing amounts of

ozone to react on the surface thus stabilizing passivity. If sufficient ozone is present in the

solution, sufficient reduction of the ozone occurs uch that increasing solution velocities do

not appreciably affect the breakdown potential.

With reference to the repassivation potential, increasing solution velocity in the

laminar regime shifts the potential in the active direction. Further increases in velocity,

which result in turbulent flow, cause the repassivation potential to revert to that which is

observed in stagnant solutions. This behavior is apparently associated with the larger

driving force for active/passive cell corrosion which is caused by increasing the stability of

the passive film due to competitive adsorption of passivators vs. chloride. According to

this hypothesis, the potential difference between the passive surface and the pit interiors is

maximized by this process and, accordingly, pits remain active to less noble applied
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potenti.s. When turbulent flow occurs, the relative delivery of passivating species and

.i'loride reverts to similar conditions as for stagnant solutions. With small amounts of

ozone as a passivator, the repassivation potential responds in a similar manner to non-

ozonated solutions except that increasing the velocity into the turbulent region of flow does

not shift the repassivation potential to as noble a value as is observed for non-ozonated

solutions. For larger amounts of ozone in solution the presence of ozone results in a

virtually constant repassivation potential as a function of velocity, presumably because

sufficient ozone is always present to retain the alloy surface in the same passive state.

Passive Current Density

The net current densities for the stainless steel, measured at -100 mV vs. SCE are

shown in Figure 7. This data indicates that increasing flow rates decrease the net currents

until flow rates of 0.3-0.5 m/s are achieved, in agreement with the results obtained for the

corrosion potential, the breakdown potential, and the repassivation potential. Further, the

magnitude of the net current density decreases with increasing concentrations of dissolved

ozone. For the case of deaeration, or for a dissolved ozone concentration of 0.02 mg/l, the

value of the net current density becomes essentially constant with the onset of turbulent

flow. At a relatively high ozone concentration of 1.2 mg/I, the net current density increases

after the onset of turbulent flow, reaching essentially the same value as that observed in a

stagnant solution.

These results show that the cathodic reduction of either H' (in the deaerated

solution) or 03 (in ozonated solutions) is controlled by concentration polarization. In a

stagnant deaerated solution of pH 5. the limiting current density for the reduction of H' is

of the order of -2x10 6 A/cm 2. Since the diffusion boundary layer decreases with

increasing flow rates (convection), the absolute value of the limiting current density will

increase and the net current density measured at the alloy surface will decrease. However,

with the onset of turbulent flow, convection in the boundary layer is destabilized and the

net current reaches a constant value. The addition of ozone to the solution results in an
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additional reduced specie which can be expected to shift the net current density in the

cathodic direction. However, at the lower concentrations of ozone examined in this study

(0.02 mg/1), the additive limiting current density is only of the order of - -10-7 A/cm 2 and

accordingly has little effect on the measured net current density. Increasing the flow rate

results in a measurable increase in the limiting current density for the reduction of the ozone

(which is reduced with the acceptance of six electrons in contrast to one electron for the

H+). The net current density is accordingly decreased, and reaches a constant value when

turbulent flow occurs. At the highest level of ozone examined in this study (1.2 mg/), the

limiting cun-ent density for ozone reduction is approximately -3x10 -6 A/cm 2, and a

significant shift in the net current density in the cathodic direction is observed, even in

stagnant solutions. With increasing rates of laminar flow, the cathodic reduction limiting

current density and the resultant net current, become still more negative. In contrast to

either deaerated solutions, and solutions containing small amounts of ozonc, the onset of

turbulent flow apparently causes a reversal in the trend for the net current density. This

reversal is believed to be due to turbulence carrying unreduced dissolved ozone away from

the alloy surface, as well as to the surface. This behavior effectively reduces the ozone

concentration gradient and accordingly reduces the magnitude of the limiting current density

associated with ozone reduction. In any event, all of the changes in the electrochemical

parameters associated with dissolved ozone can be ascribed to the kinetics associated with

the ozone reduction. There is no evidence that the inherent passivity of the alloy surface is

affected by the presence of ozone. In fact, in a previous study it was shown, by Auger

electron spectroscopy, that the thickness and composition of the passive films on stainless

steels are unchanged by dissolved ozone in aqueous solutions.2
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1. The critical velocity at which the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs

was found to be between 0.25 and 0.35 m/s for this system, based on maxima and minima

that were observed in the breakdown and repassivating potentials. This result is in good

agreement with a theoretical critical Reynold's number for the transition from laminar to

turbulent flow of 1900.

2. In the case of laminar flow conditions, below 0.25 m/s, increasing flow rates

increased the breakdown potential, indicating increased stability of the passive layer against

pit initiation due to the blocking of chloride ion adsorbtion by other ionized species

adsorbing on the passive film. This increase in stability of the passive film caused the

repassivation potential to become more active due to the increased potential difference

between the passive surface and the existing pits.

3. In the case of turbulent flow conditions, increasing the flow rate in this region

caused the breakdown and repassivation potentials to revert values of stagnant solutions,

therefore indicating that the relative delivery of passivators and chloride ions is similar to

that of a stagnant solution.

4. Increased ozone concentrations further stabilized passivity, however, increasing

velocity had little effect on solutions of high enough ozone concentration.

5. With increasing flow rates, the corrosion potential, in the case of deaerated

solutiens, increased due to the cathodic reaction of hydrogen evolution at the surface being

diffusion controlled. In the case of ozonated solutions, velocity had no affect on the

corrosion potential due to the noble redox potential of the ozone.
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6. Increasing flow rates in the laminar regime caused the net current density to

decrease due to an increase in the limiting current density caused by shrinkage of the

diffusion boundary layer. Increasing ozone concentration showed a larger reduction in net

current density for this regime due to the direct relationship between concentration and the

limiting current density. Transition into the turbulent region caused the diffusion layer to

break down, stabilizing values of the net current density for deaerated solutions and

solutions with small amounts of dissolved ozone. For higher concentrations of dissolved

ozone, the values of the limiting current density stabilized to those of stagnant conditions,

indicating a decrease in the concentration gradient of ozone at the alloy surface.
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Table I. Chemical composition of 304 Stainless steel used in this
study (wt%)

C Mn P S Si Cr. Ni CU Mo
max. max. max. max. max. max. max. max.

0.08 2.0 0.04 0.030 1.0 18-20 10.3 0.75 0.75
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